Look! Listen! and Learn Language!

Word Practice

**Animals**

cat
Meow, Meow!
pretty kitty cat
The cat has soft fur.
Pretend to pet the cat.

dog
puppy dog
spotty dog
The dog is sticking out her tongue.
Can you pant like a dog?

cow
Moo, Moo!
black and white cow
A cow gives milk.
Can you say, “moo, moo”?

pig
Oink, Oink!
dirty piggy
The pig is in the dirt.
Can you say, “oink, oink”?

duck
Quack, Quack!
Look, feathers!
The duck is on the water.
Do you have feathers?

horse
Neigh, Neigh!
Eat grass.
The horse eats green grass.
Can you pretend to be a horse?

bird
Cheep, Cheep!
Bird sings.
The pretty bird sings bird songs.
Can you sing?

frog
Ribbit, Ribbit!
Frog croaks.
The frog has big eyes.
Can you croak like a frog?

chicken
Baak, Baak!
Look, hen and chicks!
The mother chicken has chicks.
Count the chicks.

goat
Baa, Baa!
big horns
The goat has two big horns.
What noise does a goat make?

sheep
Look, sheep!
many sheep
The sheep eat and walk.
Point to the one black and white sheep.

snake
Ssssss, Ssssss!
Ooh, a long snake!
The snake is on the sand.
Point to its tongue.
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Animals

donkey
Hee, Haw, Hee, Haw!
long nose
The donkey has big ears.
Point to the donkey’s eyes.

elephants
mommy and baby
Elephants touching.
Baby elephants like to be near their mommies.
Point to the baby elephant.

bee
Buzz, Buzz, Buzz!
busy bee
The bee is gathering pollen.
Find the wings on the bee.

tiger
Grrr, Grrr!
Resting tiger.
The tiger is resting in the grass.
Point to the tiger’s stripes.

dolphin
So cute!
Look, teeth!
The dolphin has smooth skin.
Pretend to pet the dolphin.

wolf
Howl, Howl!
A wolf howls.
The wolf is a wild animal.
Round your lips and howl like a wolf.

rooster
Cock-a-doodle-do!
long feathers
A rooster is a male. A hen is a female.
Point to the rooster’s comb.

chimpanzee
OO, OO, EE, EE, AH, AH!
chim-pan-zee
A chimpanzee eats fruits and leaves.
Can you make the chimpanzee sounds?

lion
Roar, Roar!
Lion roars.
This looks like a fierce lion.
Can you roar like a fierce lion?

parrots
Braaak, Braaak!
two parrots
These two parrots have yellow beaks.
Point to the parrots’ beaks.

peacock
Wow! Beautiful feathers.
bright blue neck
The peacock spread his colorful feathers.
Pretend your arms are peacock feathers.

goose
just one goose
white goose
The goose is resting on the ground.
Where is the goose’s neck?
Animals

cheetah
spot, spot, spot
many spots
The spotty cheetah is a very fast runner.
Can we count the spots on a cheetah?

moose
mommy and baby moose
Look! Water.
The moose are wading in the water.
Point to the mommy’s nose.

seagull
Up, up, up!
up in the sky
The seagull flies way up in the sky.
Pretend you have wings.

cricket
noisy cricket
black cricket
The cricket came in the house.
Have you ever heard a cricket?

hawk
He's looking.
sharp beak
The hawk is looking for something to eat.
Look around the room like a hawk. What do you see?

bull
long horns
strong bull
Where are the bull's eyes?
Does he need a haircut?
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Contrasts

up
kite up
Fly kite!
The kite flies up in the sky.
Point up.

down
ball down
up and down
The ball bounces up and down.
Point down.

on
bug on
ladybug on flower
The spotty ladybug is on the flower.
Pretend a ladybug is on your hand.

off
light off
not plugged in
The light is not plugged in. The light is off.
At night, do you like the light on or off?

under
Squeeze under!
Squeeze under, little piggy!
The pig is going under the fence.
Will he make it under the fence?

over
Jump over!
Jump over, fluffy sheep!
The fluffy sheep is jumping over the fence.
Will she make it over the fence?

in
fish in
two fish in
Two fish are swimming in the bowl.
Can you make a fish face?

out
fish out
one fish is out
One fish is out of his bowl!
Where is he going?

night
night, night
It is dark.
It is dark outside at night.
Can you find the moon?

day
sunny day
It's a sunny day.
I play outside on a sunny day.
Can you find the sun?

hot
Ooh, hot, blow!
hot chocolate
I like to drink hot chocolate.
Pretend to blow on hot chocolate.

cold
Brrr, cold!
Snowcone is cold.
The snowcone is cold on my lips.
What flavor could it be?
Contrasts

same
one, two, the same
I see two bananas.
They are the same kind of fruit.
What do you do with a banana?

different
one, two, different
I see one apple and one orange.
They are different kinds of fruit.
Which do you like best?

happy
Happy bear!
Smile, happy bear.
The happy bear is smiling.
Can you smile? What makes you happy?

sad
Sad bear!
Why are you sad?
The sad bear is frowning.
Can you frown? What makes you sad?

empty
all gone
It’s empty.
The glass is empty.
Is there any juice in the glass?

full
basket full
It’s full.
The basket is full of red tomatoes.
Can you count the stems?

above
up above
plane up
The plane is up above the clouds.
Put your hand above your head.

below
down below
bird down
The bird is down below the clouds.
Put your hand below the chair.

in front
bunny in front
Get up, front bunny!
The bunny is in front of the giraffes.
How many giraffes are behind the bunny?

behind
giraffe behind
Get behind.
The giraffe is behind the fence.
How will he get in front of the fence?

right
Bye-bye, balloon.
right paw
She waved bye-bye with her right paw.
Which is your right hand?

left
Hello, flowers.
left paw
He waved hello to the flowers with his left paw.
Which is your left hand?
Contrasts

few
one, two, three
just a few
We have just a few flowers.
Pretend to smell the flowers.

many
so many
many red balloons
There are many red balloons in the bunch.
How many balloons are there?

yummy
yummy cone
yummy ice cream cone
I like to eat yummy food.
Is ice cream hot or cold?

yucky
Oh no!
yucky mess
The ice cream cone fell on the ground.
Is it too yucky to eat now?

open
open gate
pull to open
The wooden gate is open.
Will a horse come down the path?

closed
It’s closed.
umbrella closed
The umbrella is closed.
How do you open an umbrella?
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eat
Eat apple.
He eats.
He eats a red apple.
Do you like apples?

jump
Jump up.
She jumps.
They are playing jump rope.
Can you jump?

sleep
Shhh, sleeping.
Sleep girl, sleep.
When you are tired you go to sleep.
Pretend to sleep.

kiss
I love you.
a big kiss
He got a big kiss on his forehead.
Do you know how to give kisses?

walk
Walk dog.
She walks.
She walks the dog in the woods.
Is it cold in the woods?

play
Play piano.
She plays.
The girl plays the piano.
Do you like to listen to piano music?

cry
She’s sad.
Girl crying.
The little girl is sad and crying.
Do you ever cry?

run
Run, run, run!
She runs.
She runs very fast.
Who do you know that likes to run?

sit
Sit down.
Bunny can sit.
The bunny can sit on the chair.
Which chair would you sit on?

swing
back and forth
She swings.
She went on the swing to play.
What season is it?

feed
hungry fish
Feed fish.
The boy can feed the fish.
Show how fish eat food.

hug
Hug bunny.
his bunny
He likes to hug his brown bunny.
Do you like hugs?
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**wash**
Scrub, scrub.
Wash face.
She uses a washcloth to wash her face.
Do you wash your face?

**brush**
Brush, brush, brush.
Brush hair.
She uses a brush on the horse’s hair.
Pretend to brush your hair.

**read**
Read, read, read.
Read book.
He is reading a good book.
Show how you like to read.

**smell**
Smells good.
They smell.
The pretty flowers smell good.
Pretend to smell flowers.

**drink**
Drink juice.
He drinks.
He likes to drink with a straw.
Do you drink juice?

**sneeze**
Ah choo!
He sneezes.
He sneezes when he has a cold.
Do you cover your nose when you sneeze?

**draw**
You can draw.
curved lines
She can draw curved lines.
What do you like to draw?

**catch**
Here it comes!
Catch it.
He is ready to catch the ball.
Is the ball up or down?

**climb**
Climb up.
up and over
She can climb up and over the fence.
Point up.

**look**
Look! A balloon!
It’s a hot air balloon.
Look at the big hot air balloon.
Is the balloon near to, or far from, the girl?

**clap**
Clap hands.
They clap.
They are playing a clap your hands game.
Show how you can clap your hands.

**listen**
She listens.
sits and listens
She likes to sit and listen to music.
Do you listen to music?
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pour
Pour it.
Pour lemonade.
Pour the lemonade into the glass.
Do you need help to pour?

push
Push baby.
Daddy push.
Daddy will push the baby in the stroller.
Did you ever push a stroller?

help
Need help.
He needs help.
He did not understand, so he asked for help.
How do you ask for help?

go
Good-bye.
Have a good day.
The children go to school on the bus.
Have you ever been on a bus?

give
More, please.
more cake
She will give him more cake.
Show how you would give cake.

put
Put in!
Put in basket.
He put the towel in the laundry basket.
Put your hands in your lap.
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